POST CROSS SECTION NOT TO EXCEED 10'-0', 11'-0', 0-0

WITH MOUNTABLE CURB ALONG MAIN FACILITY OR RAMP

DISTANCE REFERENCE SIGN MOUNTING ON OUTSIDE SHOULDER ALONG MAIN FACILITY

NOTE: SIGN MOUNTING ON LEFT LANE SHOULDER SHALL BE OPPOSITE THE RIGHT LANE STATION. SIGN MOUNTINGS ARE SUCH THAT THE SIGN CANNOT BE LOCATED WITHIN 50 FEET OF ITS TRUE LOCATION, IT SHALL BE OMITTED ENTIRELY.

DISTANCE REFERENCE SIGN MOUNTING ON OUTSIDE SHOULDER ALONG MAIN FACILITY OR RAMP

NOTE: SIGN MOUNTING ON LEFT LANE SHOULDER SHALL BE OPPOSITE THE RIGHT LANE STATION. SIGN MOUNTINGS ARE SUCH THAT THE SIGN CANNOT BE LOCATED WITHIN 50 FEET OF ITS TRUE LOCATION, IT SHALL BE OMITTED ENTIRELY.

DETAIL OF TYPE 3 OBJECT MARKER

NOTE: COLORS: BLACK AND YELLOW. STRIPES SHOWN ABOVE ARE FOR RIGHT SIDE ONLY. STRIPES SLANT DIAGONAL TO THE RIGHT FOR LEFT SIDE OF BRIDGE END. SEE DETAIL BELOW.

REAR VIEW OF DISTANCE REFERENCE SIGN MOUNTING ON OUTSIDE SHOULDER ALONG MAIN FACILITY OR RAMP

NOTE: DISTANCE REFERENCE SIGN MOUNTED TO THIS FACE AS SHOWN.

DELINEATOR MOUNTING ON OUTSIDE SHOULDER WITH MOUNTABLE CURB ALONG MAIN FACILITY OR RAMP

DELINEATOR MOUNTING ON OUTSIDE SHOULDER WITH MOUNTABLE CURB ALONG MAIN FACILITY OR RAMP

DELINEATOR MOUNTING ON INTERCHANGE LOOPS WITH UNMOUNTABLE CURB ON INSIDE

DELINEATOR OBJECT MARKERS OR DISTANCE REFERENCE SIGNS (0'-0, 0'-0) MOUNTED TO THIS FACE AS SHOWN.

TYPICAL INSTALLATION AND DETAILS OF DELINEATORS AND DISTANCE REFERENCE SIGNS
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TYPICAL INSTALLATION AND
DETAILS OF DELINEATORS AND
DISTANCE REFERENCE SIGNS

NOTE: Delineators are to be fastened to U-SECTION POSTS WITH 7/16"-20 GRADE 2 AS OR OTHER APPROVED EQUAL.

DELINEATOR, TYPE 2.
A. DELINEATOR POST 7'-0" - 2.0 Ib/ft to 2.5 Ib/ft
B. TYPE 2 OBJECT MARKER POST 9'-0" - 2.5 Ib/ft to 3.0 Ib/ft
C. DISTANCE REFERENCE SIGN POST 10'-0" - 11'-0"

DELIMETER POSTS 7'-0" TO 2.0 Ib/ft TO 2.5 Ib/ft ROLLED SECTION, COST OF POST, DISTANCE REFERENCE SIGN POST WILL BE PAID FOR PER FOOT.

COST OF POST, DISTANCE REFERENCE SIGN POST WILL BE PAID FOR PER FOOT.

RADIUS IN BENDS OF POST CROSS SECTION NOT TO EXCEED 7% FOR HOT ROLLED SECTION.

GROUND PLATE NOT REQUIRED ON U-SECTION POST.

GENERAL NOTES:
1. DELINEATORS AND TYPE 3 OBJECT MARKER SHALL BE REFLECTIVE SHEETING OR 0.001" THICK ALUMINUM SHEET OR 1/4 GAGE GALVANIZED SHEET STEEL. THE METAL IS DURABLE.
2. DELINEATOR, TYPE 3 OBJECT MARKER AND DISTANCE REFERENCE SIGN POSTS SHALL BE DURABLE STEEL. THE POSTS ARE TO BE FABRICATED BEFORE THE METAL IS GALVANIZED.
3. WEIGHT WITHOUT CHAIN PLATES:
A. DELINEATOR POST 7'-0" - 2.5 Ib/ft TO 3.0 Ib/ft
B. TYPE 3 OBJECT MARKER POST 9'-0" - 2.5 Ib/ft TO 3.0 Ib/ft
C. DISTANCE REFERENCE SIGN POST 10'-0" - 11'-0"

UNIT PRICE OF DELINEATORS AND TYPE 3 OBJECT MARKERS SHALL INCLUDE COST OF POST, DISTANCE REFERENCE SIGN POST WILL BE PAID FOR PER FOOT.
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